OFF THE FLOOR

INCOMING!
* The classic film Berberian Sound System gets a reworking at
Donmar Warehouse, London, on till the end of the month.
* The AVA Festival comes to Printworks on 15th March. Panels,
workshops and tech drop-ins from Saoirse, Abbey Road Studios,
Ninja Tune, Warp, Brownswood, R&S, Coda, PRS: everyone.
Keynotes from Bicep, Octave One and Amy Lame. avalondon.com/
london

Manchester’s Hacienda… small and very
dirty. Where the Wild Bunch started
DJing.”
On The Wild Bunch:
“Formed in Bristol around 1980/81, by
Miles Johnson and Grant Marshall as DJs
— then Nellee Hooper joined in, and 3D,
around 1983, first as a graffiti artist, then
as a rapper.”
Kosta’s café:
“The Wild Bunch’s daytime headquarters,
not too far from The Dug Out, where 3D
had permission to redesign the walls
with spray-paint, indoors and outdoors.
The place had video games, from which
Mushroom, the youngest DJ in the Wild
Bunch, got his nickname. And Tricky, a
wannabe rapper at the time, often joined
to write lyrics with 3D.”
Neneh Cherry:
“Neneh came from Sweden to England
as a teenager, while her stepfather, the
late Don Cherry, was touring with his
American jazz band. She was singing
as a backing vocalist, then joined the
female punk band The Slits. That’s how
she met Bruce Smith, of The Pop Group
fame, and Mark Stewart, from Bristol.
She discovered the Wild Bunch in 1986,
coming to Bristol often, and when the
collective dissolved, she encouraged the
members to keep on doing music, and
actually record some demos. Her husband
Cameron McVey soon after became
Massive Attack’s producer in 1990.”
Geoff Barrow being understudy to
Nellee Hooper:
“Geoff was 15 when he saw 3D’s graffiti
exhibition in 1985 at the Arnolfini, in the
centre of Bristol. He was carried away by
the Wild Bunch party that followed. He
later got himself a job as a tape operator
in the Coach House Studio, in 1990,
where Massive Attack was recording
‘Blue Lines’. Nellee left Bristol in 1990
and joined Soul II Soul in London as a
producer. Geoff later founded Portishead

with Adrian Utley and Beth Gibbons
[releasing ‘Dummy’ in 1994].”
Martina Topley-Bird:
“Martina is the most singular female
voice from Bristol. She started recording
with Tricky in 1993 and appeared on his
first albums, touring with him, and cowriting a lot of his hits. She now works
as a solo artist, and collaborated on
Massive Attack’s fifth album, ‘Heligoland’
[2010].”
Banksy:
“Ah, Banksy, so anonymous than he’s
become the most famous street artist
of all time… he’s from Bristol and was
deeply inspired by 3D’s graffiti from
1985 onwards.”
Loved the lyrical citation. The level of
the collabs increasing as they became
more established, reflecting their own
fame…
“They’re such a humble band! But after
working with Tracey Thorn, they did work
with Madonna, then toured with David
Bowie in 1996… then came Elizabeth
Fraser and Sinéad O’Connor, both
unexpected! Followed by Mos Def and
Terry Callier.”
Politics and Palestine, performance,
and Baalbek:
“Massive Attack’s show in Lebanon in
July 2014 is actually what made me
decide to write this book… I read an
article in The Independent and I was
working on very similar topics: refugee
rights, post-conflict environments,
undemocratic elections, unrest in
Turkey, African-European post-colonial
difficulties… I felt the band was so
relevant, even when not releasing an
album. It brought me back to their own
story in and out of Bristol. They are
unique. All of them deserve a book of
their own.”

* Mark Wigan,
the UK’s answer
to Keith Haring,
who also runs
the Museum
of Club Culture
in Hull, brings
The Clubland
Chronicles
to 5th Base
Gallery, 23
Heneage Street,
off London’s
Brick Lane: 4th7th April. Prints will also be available. markwigan.tictail.com/
We will speak to Mark in the next edition.
* Ian Snowball’s Specific State ’89 is a book in two parts. First is
the novel set in 1989 about two friends who set up a pirate radio
station, strangely similar to Centreforce Radio, the legendary
pirate which celebrates its 30th anniversary this year. But the
second part of Snowy’s book includes interviews with a bunch
of DJs and producers (Sterling Void, Todd Terry etc). The book
has just been optioned to become a motion picture. You heard
it here…
Off The Floor love Dorothy — one year ago we featured the
Liverpool-based creative studio, with their poster artwork
celebrating 700 MCs, DJs, producers, turntablists, musicians,
graffiti artists, B-boys and B-girls with a gorge gold-on-blue
turntable
circuit board,
demonstrating
how one
music leads
to another…
contemporising
the Rock Family
Trees work of
Pete Frame, the
graf drawings of
Kris Needs, and
the acid-house
sketches by
Jeremy Deller.
Now they’re back joining the rave dots of electronica on the
circuit board of a 303, taking a geographical homage to the
clubs, fam and culture that bring us to today — put it in your
bathroom to brush your teeth to, or above your decks, to groove
to. £35 wearedorothy.com
Prequel Tapes x Mare Nero ‘Dinge’ is a multi-disciplinary
project which puts the DAU into Dinge with a lil’ PIL Metal
Box. Presented as a limited-edition cassette with handcrafted
steel casing, ‘Dinge’ comprises three unreleased tracks from
1991 and three compositions recorded in 2018. Prequel Tapes
deconstructs the origins of his identity, exposing himself to
brutally honest examinations of his on-going work and its
motivations with a candid documentation in the form of a book
by Mare Nero, the art duo and independent publishing house
founded by Nicola Fucili and Federico Gargaglione in Berlin in
2017. It’s dark, metal, techno, and very pre-twilight.

•The launch is at the British Library,
London on 14th March
DJMAG.COM
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